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Mr. Pickwick meets Sam Waller in London who is a witty, intelligent boot 

cleaner and handyman and takes him as a valet. The comic tragedy in Mrs. 

Bardell’s misconception that Mr. Pickwick wants to marry him is followed by 

a compromising circumstance when all his friends see Mrs. Bardell faint in 

Pickwick’s arms. Sam’s father, Mr. Tony comments on the dangers of 

matrimony through the story, as his wife had taken up with an alcoholic and 

ruined his life until her death. 

The same case happens with Mr. Pickwick when Mrs. Bardell’s starts a 

breach of promise suit against him. During their visit to Eatans will for 

witnessing a violent and nonsensical election, they are invited to a costume 

party by the local literary lioness, Mrs. Hunter where Mr. PickWick finds Mr. 

Jingle trying to frame a young lady in his trap. Mr. Pickwick who tries to 

prevent elopement faces embarrassment in turn. Mr. Pickwick, while in 

London, to seek legal help for the law suit filed by Mrs. Bardell against him, 

learns that Mr. Jingle is in Ipswich. 

Accidently, bedroom mix-ups at an Ipswich Inn, Mr. Pickwick is before the 

justice, Mr. Nupkins. Mr. 

Pickwick extricates himself by proving that Jingle is an adventurer to Mr. 

Nupkins, whose daughter is Jingle’s interest. At Wardle farm where 

Pickwickians return to celebrate Christmas and the wedding of Mr. Wardle’s 

daughter, Isabella, Snodgrass continues his romance with Emily, and Winkle 

falls in love with Arabella Allen, a friend of Mr. Wardle’s daughters. Mr. 
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Pickwick’s trial leads him to jail as he refuses to pay the damages; Sam also 

gets imprisoned to server master. Pickwickans also make a trip to Bath 

where Mr. Winkle learns that his wife has been hidden by her brother. Mr. 

Pickwick decides to pay the cost to release himself and help Winkle intercede

with her brother and his own father after marrying Arabella. 

Things settle and all gentlemen of the Pickwick club settle out as Mr. 

Pickwick lives to be a godfather to many children. 
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